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PEPTIDYL-PROLYL C/S-TRANS ISOMERIZATION. 
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Abstract: Three C 10 N-Acyl derivatives of FK-506 have been prepared. The reduced receptor binding of these 

analogues is not consistent with a direct overlap of FK-506 and a peptide substrate. 

The macrolide immunosuppressant FK-506 (1) has been the focus of considerable research effort since its 

structure was published in 1987 by Tanaka ef a/ of the Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Company! Its exceptional potency in 

vifro * and potential utility in human organ transplantation in viva 3 have now been well documented. The masked 1,2,3 

tricarbonyl structure of FK-506 (which is known in only one other natural product -the structurally related Rapamycin (2)4), 

has attracted considerable synthetic attention. Two total syntheses of FK-506 have been reported 56 as well as 

numerous syntheses of part structures of the molecule7. 

FK-506 (1) Rapamycin (2) 

A major aim of these studies is to identify what the structural features are in FK-506 which determine its biological 

activity and to understand the mechanism by which these lead to control of signal transduction in the T-lymphocyte. To 

this end the major cytosolic receptor for FK-506 has been identified,8lg sequenced, clonedlo and overexpressed in E. 
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HO.. 

JA! CHBO 
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Scheme 2 

X= OH, P,= H 

X w = OH, P,=TBS 

? .*. = Cl, P,=TBS 

= NH2. P,=TBS 
Me0 &Me 

= NHCHO, P,=H 

(1) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

1. SOC1mdine/CH2C12 
2. Aq. NaHC03 

3. Aq. NHgTHF 

4. AclO/MeOH 

TABLE 1 

COMPOUND Go (W 

(1) 5 x lo-lo 

(2) 5 x lo-lo 

(4) 1.6 x lo-’ 

(5) 3 x 10“ 

(6) 1.8 x 1O-6 

(10) 5 x 1o-7 

1. TBSOTf 
2,6-Lutidine/CHzQ 

2. SOCl~/Pyridine/CH~Cl~ 
3. Aq. NaHCO3 

4. Aq. NH$I.HF 

5. HCO,H/Ac,O 
6. HCl/MeOH 
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coli.’ ’ Like cyclophilin, the putative receptor for the immunosuppressant Cyclosporin,’ *sl 3 the receptor has peptidyl- 

prolyl cis-Pans isomerase activity.809 That is it can catalyse cis-trans isomerization about tertiary amides such as those 

derived from proline. This could occur by nucleophilic addition of a group on the receptor onto the amide carbonyl of the 

substrate facilitating bond rotation. ’ 4 Kinetic studies have indicated however that distortion of the amide bound 

substrate is the principal mechanism.15 This has prompted ourselves and others” to speculate that the Cl to Cl0 

region of FK-506, which is intimately involved in binding of FK-506 to its receptor, may be functioning as a transition state 

analogue of peptidyl cis-frans isomerization. 

A possible correspondence between this section of FK-506 and a peptide substrate is shown in diagram 1 for 

the trans rotamer of FK-506.’ 7 In this the NH of the bound peptide was considered to be mimicked by the hydroxyl at 

Cl0 of FK-506 - an interaction that we have proved to be important from other studies.18 

DIAGRAM 1 
HYBRID 
STRUCTURE 

To further explore this model we wished to make the hybrid structures (5) and (10) in which the N acyl group could 

mimic the extended peptide chain. The synthesis of compound (5) was accomplished in 4 steps starting from FK-506 as 

shown in scheme 1. Addition of a solution of FK-506 in dry dichloromethane to thionyl chloride and pyridine in dry 

dichloromethane under nitrogen at room temperature and subsequent aqueous hydrolysis and work-up gave crude Cl0 

chloro FK-506 (3) in good yield. This material could be further purified by chromatography on silica but in the present case 

was used directly without further purification. Treatment of crude Cl0 chloro FK-506 with concentrated aqueous 

ammonia in THF followed by acetic anhydrfde in methanol then gave the desired compound (5) and its Cl 0 epimer (6) in 

13 and 9% overall yield from FK-506 after extensive chromatography. The N formyl compound (10) was prepared in a 

similar manner. Treatment of the Cl 0 amino C24,32 bis TBS protected FK-506 (9) with formic acid/acetic anhydride 

followed by deprotection with dilute hydrochloric acid in methanol gave (10) in 31% overall yield from (9) (Scheme 2). 

Neither (5) , (6) nor (10) showed appreciable binding in the rat cytosolic receptor assay, (Table l).lg The amino 

compound (4) however still bound with high affinity to the receptor indicating that the reduction in binding in (5) (6) and 

(10) was unlikely to be due to the difference in hydrogen bonding ability between an amide and an N-acylated aminal. A 

more plausible explanation for the reduction in binding in (5) (6) and (10) is that there is insufficient space at this position 

in the receptor for an extended chain. The results therefore suggest the absence of a direct overlap between FK-506 

and a peptide substrate. A peptide substrate could in principle however bind to the same region of the receptor but in a 

different orientation from that which is available in hybrid structures such as (5) and (10). Thus rotation of a peptide relative 

to FK-506 in the binding site whilst still maintaining the same principal interactions could position the C-terminal section of 

a peptide into an allowable space on the receptor -for example that space which is normally occupied by other parts of the 

FK-506 molecule. Further work is in progress in our laboratories to try and clarify this issue. 
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FK-506 exists as a mixture of rotamers about the amide bond in solution the composition of which is solvent 

dependent. NMR analysis in CDC13 gives a 3:2 mixture of cis:frans rotamers whilst crystallization from 

acetonitrile gave exclusively the cis rotamer - the X-ray structure of which has been published.20 Binding of Cl3 

doubly labelled FK-506 to its receptor has also shown that only one of the rotamers is bound, consistent with a 

specific interaction.16 Although an overlap with the tram rotamer has been shown here an equally good overlap 

of regions a,b and c can be made for the cis rotamer. Studies are in progress in our laboratory to unambiguously 

define which rotamer is the bound one. 
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